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What is protein sequences?
A protein sequence is represented by a string a of 
letters coding for the 20 different types of amino acid 
residues. 

>P04201
MDGSNVTSFVVEEPTNISTGRNASVGNAHRQIPIVHW
VIMSISPVGFVENGILLWFLCFRMRRNPFTVYITHLSIA
DISLLFCIFILSIDYALDYELSSGHYYTIVTLSVTFLFGYN
TGLYLLTAISVERCLSVLYPIWYRCHRPKYQSALVCAL
LWALSCLVTTMEYVMCIDREEESHSRNDCRAVIIFIAIL
SFLVFTPLMLVSSTILVVKIRKNTWASHSSKLYIVIMVTII
IFLIFAMPMRLLYLLYYEYWSTFGNLHHISLLFSTINSSA
NPFIYFFVGSSKKKRFKESLKVVLTRAFKDEMQPRRQ
KDNCNTVTVETVV

What is sequence alignment?

A protein sequence alignment is created 
when the residues in one sequence are 
lined up with those in at least one other 
sequence.
Optimal alignment of the two sequences 
will usually require the insertion of gaps in 
one or both sequences in order to find the 
best alignment.
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Why we need sequence alignment?

Alignment of two residues implies that 
those residues are performing similar 
roles in the two different proteins.
This allows for information known about 
specific residues in one sequence to be 
potentially transferred to the residues 
aligned in the other.

Conserved positions

Overlay in structures; Perform similar biological 
functions.

Methods to make sequence alignment

Global progressive alignment algorithm:
MULTALIGN; MULTAL; PILEUP;    

CLUSTALW
differ mainly in the method used to 

determine the order of alignment of the 
sequences.
Local dynamic programming algorithm
PIMA; 

Traditional methods
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Methods to make sequence alignment

Segment-segment comparisons rather 
than residue-to-residue comparisons: 
DIALIGN
Genetic algorithm: SAGA
Hidden Markov models (HMMs): HMMT
Speech recognition

“New” methods

Advantage and disadvantage of 
traditional method: ClustalW

ClustalW is superior on globally related 
protein families ( same ancestor ).
However, many protein families share 
only isolated regions of local similarity.
The resulting alignments depend 
sensitively on a set of user-defined 
parameters, especially the gap penalty.

DIALIGN

Segment-to-segment alignments with 
variable segment length
No gap penalties
Regions of low similarity are excluded 
from DIALIGN alignment.

DIALIGN 
consistent collections of segment pairs
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Advantage and disadvantage of 
DIALIGN

Alignments produced by DIALIGN seem 
to be comparable to the results of 
standard global alignment methods as 
CLUSTALW. However, if sequences are 
only locally related, DIALIGN seems to be 
clearly superior to other methods.
Too slow to align sequences in the order 
of hundreds of kilobases or more.

Improvement of speed

Solution 1:
CHAOS, a novel algorithm for rapid 

identification of chains of local pair-wise 
sequence similarities. Alignments 
calculated by CHAOS are used as anchor 
points to improve the running time of 
DIALIGN.  95% 

Improvement of speed
Solution 2: DIALIGN P, a parallel version of the multi-
alignment program DIALIGN.
A lot of sequences
(a) pair-wise sequence alignments that are used as a first step to 
multiple alignment account for most of the CPU time in DIALIGN. Since 
alignments of different sequence pairs are completely independent of 
each other, they can be distributed to multiple processors  without any 
effect on the resulting output alignments. 
Longe sequences
(b) For alignments of large genomic  sequences, DIALIGN use a 
heuristics by splitting up sequences into sub-sequences based on a 
previously  introduced anchored alignment procedure. For test 
sequences, this combined approach reduces the program running time 
of DIALIGN by up to 97%.

Web server

Altavist
CHAOS + DIALIGN
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Altavist
AltAVist (Alternative Alignment Visualization 
Tool) is a WWW-based software program that 
is able to compare two alternative multiple 
alignments of a given sequence set to each 
other. Regions where both alignments 
coincide are color-coded to visualize the local 
agreement between the two alignments and to 
identify those regions of the alignments that 
can be considered to be most reliable.
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CHAOS/DIALIGN WWW server
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